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Training Materials

You can access training materials at: 
www.wisconsinrticenter.org/tier2v2

http://www.wisconsinrticenter.org/tier2v2
http://www.wisconsinrticenter.org/tier2v2


Let’s Chat

IN CHAT: Tell us your ‘why’ for 

being here today!

2 
minutes



Meeting Up In Breakout Rooms

BREAKOUT ROOMS: During this training, we’ll prompt you to select a breakout 

room. Click Join next to the breakout room that you would like to join. 



Breakout Room Norms

The stories that are told here stay here, 

the lessons learned we take with us to share.

equity of 
voice

Be fully 
present

use video
(if possible)

Safe and 
supportive



An Equitable, 

Multi-Level System 

of Supports

This training strongly connects to:

• Continuum of Supports

• Systemic Implementation

• Strong Shared Leadership



Outcomes for Today

Teams will…

• Define the six features of tier 2 interventions 
and their connection to tier 1

• Analyze current interventions and articulate 
where they match features of tier 2 interventions 



Let’s Take a Break!

20 seconds

20 feet

20 blinks



Capacity

Perceived abilities, skills, and expertise of staff needed 

to lead a continuous school improvement effort to 

grow, progress, or improve.

Definition adapted from http://edglossary.org/capacity/



Strong Shared Leadership

• All members model cultural competency and 

advocate for equity

• All members promote a vision of success for 

every learner and foster a shared commitment 

to the vision across the school and district 

Representative teams with responsibility to lead and oversee 

implementation of an equitable, multi-level system of supports.



Plan and coordinate 
implementation fidelity 

and sustainability of system 

Determine needs, 
establish goals, 

celebrate successes

Leadership teams work together with school and district leaders to 

make sure the system is implemented with fidelity and is sustainable.

Leadership Teams

Ensure effective and 
reciprocal communication 

throughout the system

Identify and support 
non-negotiables

Action plan and 
progress monitor

Provide resources, 
professional development, 
and coordinate supports



Prior data + BIP Plan

Data

Data from T1+T2 

and Individual 

Student Data

Leadership Teams

Tier 
3

Tier 1

Student-

centered

Tier 2

System Check In/Check Out (CICO)

Schoolwide Expectations, 

Rules & Routines; Lesson 

Plans; Reinforcement; 

Behavioral Error 

Definitions; Classroom 

Rules & Routines; etc.

Major & Minor 

Office Referrals; 

Health Room 

Visits; Attendance; 

Grades; etc.

Team: 

TFI or BoQ

Staff: SAS 

Aggregated 

Student 

Data

SAIGModified CICO Mentoring

Brief FBA/BIP

Wraparound

RENEW

Complex

FBA/BIP

All data from Tier 1 + 

Daily Progress Report 

Data

Team: 

TFI or BAT

Staff: SAS

Team: 

TFI or BAT

Staff: SAS 

Aggregated 

Student 

Data

Practice/Intervention
Student Data 

Reviewed

System Data 

Reviewed



Systems Conversations: Tier 2 Leadership

• Coordinate and sustain interventions

• Train and support stakeholders (staff, families, students)

• Provide and solicit feedback to and from stakeholders

• Determine adjustments needed based on 
individual and aggregate student outcome data 

• Monitor intervention response 
rates and system assessment data

Team members 

are responsible for 

supporting staff 

in carrying out 

interventions—not 

carrying them out!



Conversations At Tier 2

Systems Student Centered

Examines health of interventions Student-specific

Responds to stakeholder needs Digs deeper into individual student needs

Determines data rules Creates and monitors an intervention plan

Monitors intervention response rates



Systems Student Centered

Administrator Family member

General education teacher(s) Classroom teacher*

Pupil services staff Administrator

Educational assistant Pupil services staff

Special education teacher Student’s teacher(s)

Teacher from systems team

Content specialist

Student

Leadership at Tier 2

Leadership includes stakeholder voices.

*Classroom 

teacher is 

required



Activity 1.1
Leadership & Implementation

WITH YOUR TEAM, 

Identify roles

Facilitator:

Recorder:

Spokesperson:

Timekeeper:

Capture the following: 

How can strong connections between your tier 1 

and tier 2 teams be created and maintained? 
10 

minutes



Chat Us!

How can strong connections 

between your tier 1 and tier 2 teams

be created and maintained? 



Let’s Take a Break!

20 seconds

20 feet

20 blinks



Tier 2 Interventions 

TARGETED, GROUP-
BASED SUPPORT 

FOR SOME STUDENTS
Intervention similar based 

on need, not that all 
students receive 

intervention together

CONNECTED 

TO TIER 1

TEAM DRIVEN INCLUDES THE 

SIX INTERVENTION 

FEATURES

POTENTIAL EXAMPLES

Check-in Check-out (CICO)

Social skills 

Mentoring

Academic seminar-type class

Mindfulness groups



Tier 2 Intervention Features

Anderson, Borgmeier (2010)

Newcomer, Lori L.;  Freeman, Rachel; and Barrett, Susan (2013)



Multiple Choice Zoom Poll

Which of these items are part of your 

current tier 2 systems and practices?

Select all that apply. 

Poll



Tier 2—Selected—25-15%

• 2-5 ODRs per student 

• Some students (at-risk)

• High efficiency, rapid response

• Small group interventions

• Limited individualizing

Tier 3—Intensive—1-5%

• 6+ ODRs per student 

• Individual students

• Assessment-based

• High intensity

Continuum 

of Supports Tier 
3

Tier 1

Student-

centered

Tier 2

System

Tier 1—Universal—80-90% 

• 0-1 ODRs per student 

• All students

• Preventive, proactive



Early Identification of Risk

• Tier 1 data determines
– Adjustments needed schoolwide and in classrooms

– Students who may benefit from additional support

• Intervening early, efficiently, and quickly minimizes potential of
– Staff frustration and confusion

– Academic failure

– Social and emotional behaviors escalating

Midwest PBIS Network

Florida PBIS Project



Screening for Early Identification

A universal screening process uses data from multiple 

measures that are analyzed to determine whether each 

student is likely to meet, not meet, or exceed academic 

benchmarks or behavioral expectations.

Strategic use of data is not limited to an 

assessment or rating scale, and should include 

information already being collected.

Wisconsin RtI Center Glossary



Screening for Early Identification

Internalizing behavior primarily affects the child’s 

internal psychological environment rather than 

the external world.

Externalizing behavior primarily affects the child’s 

external environment (i.e. people or things) and 

may manifest as a result of internalizing behavior.

Liu, 2004



Early Identification Data Sources

* Indicates to use data source with caution

Internalizing
• Health room visits

• Attendance

• Dropout Early Warning System (DEWS)

• Request for assistance*

• Grades or homework completion*

Externalizing
• Minors

• Majors

• Attendance

• Dropout Early Warning System (DEWS)

• Grades or homework completion*



Early Identification: Caution

• Request for Assistance (used for exceptions)

• Grades and Homework Completion
– Not an academic skill deficit as primary concern

– Standardized system for grading established

– Policies and practices examined for purpose

– Instruction is meaningful and engaging 



Activity 1.2
Entrance and Exit Criteria (Part 1)

• List each current systematically collected tier 
1 data source

• Indicate if it typically represents an 
internalizing or externalizing behavior

15 
minutes



Thumbs Up

• If you feel like your team has a good start—

give us a thumbs up

• If not, send a chat to Cari Spatz if you want your 

TAC to follow up with you about this feature

In your Zoom toolbar, click ‘Reactions’ 
and then select thumbs up! 



Let’s Take a Break!
Please come back in 10 minutes

10 minute
break



Entrance and Exit Criteria

Entrance Criteria

• Determine when adjustments at tier 1 are necessary

• Include family voice

• Determine when to provide additional supports

Exit Criteria

• Determine when students are ready for self-

monitoring and fading of support(s)

Anderson, Borgmeier (2010)

Newcomer, Lori L.;  Freeman, Rachel; and Barrett, Susan (2013)



INTERNALIZING EXTERNALIZING

• Health room visits

• Attendance

• Request for assistance 

• Grades/homework completion—one D

•Minors: 3/month for the same behavior

•Majors: one in a month

• Attendance

• Grades/homework completion—one D

Examples of Entrance Criteria



Examples of Exit Criteria

• 6-8 weeks of sustained improvement as 

evidenced through progress monitoring

• Improvement in original entrance criteria 

Reading interventions are like this too. Students making progress 

via AIMSWeb and a reading intervention would also need to see 

a decrease in errors, increase in fluency, etc. in the classroom.



Creating a Successful Exit

• The goal of a tier 2 intervention is for a student to learn how to 

INDEPENDENTLY perform a specific skill

• Interventions provide layers of support to aid in skill acquisition 

and mastery

• AS SOON AS a student consistently demonstrates mastery of 

the skill, layers of the intervention should be faded back



Creating a Successful Exit

Methods may vary depending on intervention 
and will include carefully reducing frequency of:

• Prompts

• Explicit teaching

• Adult feedback

• Reinforcement

Purposeful fading reduces the amount of 
support needed to perform the skill

• Increased self-monitoring 
• decreased reliance on intervention

SELF 

MONITORING

RELIANCE ON
INTERVENTION



Activity 1.2
Entrance and Exit Criteria (Part 2)

IN YOUR WORKBOOK, complete the chart for 
earliest indicators of risk (in blue) and then answer:

• Is the data available sufficient?

• What improvements are needed to collect data 
for internalizing and externalizing behavior?

20 
minutes



Thumbs Up

• If you feel like your team has a good start—

give us a thumbs up

• If not, send a chat to Cari Spatz if you want your 

TAC to follow up with you about this feature

In your Zoom toolbar, click ‘Reactions’ 
and then select thumbs up! 



Increase in Teaching 

with Opportunities to Practice

• Supported in all environments by all staff

• Use of skill in natural environments

• Skill must have been taught to fluency at tier 1

• Prompts and cues connected to tier 1 language

Anderson, Borgmeier (2010)

Newcomer, Lori L.;  Freeman, Rachel; and Barrett, Susan (2013)



DEFINE

Simply*

MODEL

PRACTICE 

in setting

MONITOR &

ACKNOWLEDGE 

continuously

ADJUST 

for 

efficiency

Apply to 
school-wide 

and 
classroom 

expectations

*Classroom and school-wide matrices should reflect student, staff, and family values.



Newly Taught 
Skill or 

Strategy

Learn It With 
Accuracy

Practice for 
Fluency/ 

Automaticity

Keep Practicing 
for Maintenance 

Now Can Make 
Generalizations

Adapt/ Apply 
to New 

Situations

Skill Development Model

Haring and Eaton Instructional Hierarchy (1978). How to: use the instructional hierarchy to identify effective teaching and intervention targets. 

Http://www.jimwrightonline.com/mixed_files/lansing_IL/_Lansing_IL_Aug_2013/5_instructional_hierarchy_revised.pdf



Activity 1.3
Increase in Teaching with 
Opportunities to Practice

• List the skills taught to fluency school-wide throughout the 

school year, and evidence you have to support that

• List the skills taught to fluency in the classroom throughout the 

school year, and the evidence you have to support that

15 
minutes

When you get back, you will be asked to chat 

about one skill that you know is taught, and 

whether or not that matches with a need at tier 2.



Thumbs Up

• If you feel like your team has a good start—

give us a thumbs up

• If not, send a chat to Cari Spatz if you want your 

TAC to follow up with you about this feature

In your Zoom toolbar, click ‘Reactions’ 
and then select thumbs up! 



Increased Adult Feedback

• Specific, proactive, positive

• Connected to skill-building

• Specific

• Immediate

• Focuses on execution of skill 
(not absence of negative behavior)

Anderson, Borgmeier (2010)

Newcomer, Lori L.;  Freeman, Rachel; and Barrett, Susan (2013)



Reinforcement & Feedback

Reinforcement and adult feedback increase the likelihood the 

behavior (pro-social or behavioral error) is maintained or increased

• Can be natural or planned

• Used for a targeted pro-social/adaptive skill that 

is challenging or aversive (based on data)

We need to know that the student is able to demonstrate the skill!



Reinforcement & Feedback

• Primary form of reinforcement is specific positive feedback from adults

• Delivered at higher rates than at tier 1

• Tie tangible or activity reinforcements to tier 1 system

• Goal is for students to function independently at tier 1

• Always paired with Specific Positive Feedback

• Individualized reinforcement is for more intensive                     
interventions

For most students, 
ADULT FEEDBACK 

alone will be 
sufficiently reinforcing



Multiple Choice Zoom Poll

Select all of the items that are true 

about your school’s feedback practices.

Poll



Activity 1.4

Increase Adult Feedback

• Share one “a-ha” regarding adult feedback

• Discuss poll results

• What resonated with you?

• What surprised you?

• Record one thing your school can improve upon to 

ensure high levels of positive, specific feedback 

(before tier 2 supports are necessary)

20 
minutes



Thumbs Up

• If you feel like your team has a good start—

give us a thumbs up

• If not, send a chat to Cari Spatz if you want your 

TAC to follow up with you about this feature

In your Zoom toolbar, click ‘Reactions’ 
and then select thumbs up! 



Lunch!

Please come back in 40 minutes.

40 minute
Lunch 



Increased 

Home-School Connection

Anderson, Borgmeier (2010)

Newcomer, Lori L.;  Freeman, Rachel; and Barrett, Susan (2013)

• Families play an active role in the intervention

• Communication with (not just to) about 

strengths and needs

• Best and legal practice with consent



Increased Home-School Connection 

• Conversation with family members to 

learn how to bridge skill gaps and honor 

family values

• Team facilitates dialogue on perceived 

progress on a regular basis (i.e. monthly)

• Daily Progress Report details



Increased Home-School Connection

Questions to consider:

• How can we best communicate with you about your child?

• What are your student’s strengths? Unique needs?

• Does your child feel connected to school?

• If previous interventions were tried do you 

think they were given a chance to work?

• How would you define progress? 

https://www.wisconsinrticenter.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/Family-Interview-for-Culturally-Responsive-Practices.docx


Activity 1.5
Increased Home-School Connection

Based on the following statement, 

respond to the workbook questions: 

Families are the experts on their children.

15 
minutes



Thumbs Up

• If you feel like your team has a good start—

give us a thumbs up

• If not, send a chat to Cari Spatz if you want your 

TAC to follow up with you about this feature

In your Zoom toolbar, click ‘Reactions’ 
and then select thumbs up! 



Progress Monitoring

Process used to:

• assess students’ academic and 

behavioral performance,

• measure student response to 

interventions/challenges, and

• evaluate the effectiveness of interventions/challenges

Anderson, Borgmeier (2010)

Newcomer, Lori L.;  Freeman, Rachel; and Barrett, Susan (2013)



Progress Monitoring

• Tracking the presence of positive skill

• Involving all staff that support the student 

• Collecting data daily

• Assessing student response

– Positive progress within 3-4 weeks

– Improvement in original entry criteria

• Assessing intervention effectiveness

– At least 70% of students are making progress

– The intervention is delivered as intended



Progress Monitoring: Student



Progress Monitoring: Student



Daily Progress Report (DPR)

• Used:

– Throughout the intervention(s)

– With student outcome data to make decisions

• Essential elements:

– Aligned with school-wide expectations

– Scored at natural transitions during the day

• Elementary: 6-8 blocks per day

• Middle/High: Based on class periods (blocks broken up)

– Simple scoring recommended ex: 0, 1, 2



DPR Example



Activity 1.6

Progress Monitoring

Select the set of prompts to respond to based 

on the following:

• If tier 2 interventions are currently implemented

• If tier 2 interventions are not currently implemented

15  
minutes



Thumbs Up

• If you feel like your team has a good start—

give us a thumbs up

• If not, send a chat to Cari Spatz if you want your 

TAC to follow up with you about this feature

In your Zoom toolbar, click ‘Reactions’ 
and then select thumbs up! 



Let’s Take a Break!

20 seconds

20 feet

20 blinks



Fidelity

Fidelity gauges the extent to which practices 

and systems are in place and used in a way 

that is consistent with how it is intended.  

Anderson, Borgmeier (2010)

Newcomer, Lori L.;  Freeman, Rachel; and Barrett, Susan (2013)



Fidelity: System

• Identify stakeholder perceptions, understanding, and 

needs to tailor professional development

• Determine how the team will build staff capacity to 

effectively implement

• Review Tiered Fidelity Inventory (TFI) and action plan 

around results



Fidelity: Practices

• Review each practice/intervention to make sure they are 
being implemented as designed

• Review student data regularly to ensure positive outcomes

• Outcome/intervention—ongoing review

– Walkthrough tools

– Staff self-assessment

– Family interview/assessment

– Student interview/assessment

– Aggregate student data such as ODRs, minors, etc.



Activity 1.7
Fidelity

In addition to utilizing the T2 portion of the TFI to 
assess fidelity complete the following, to ensure all 
six features are present in your interventions:

15 
minutes

• How will you train and support your full staff on the 
six features of tier 2 interventions?

• How will you ensure that each feature is done to 
fidelity?



Thumbs Up

• If you feel like your team has a good start—

give us a thumbs up

• If not, send a chat to Cari Spatz if you want your 

TAC to follow up with you about this feature

In your Zoom toolbar, click ‘Reactions’ 
and then select thumbs up! 



Let’s Take a Break!
Please come back in 10 minutes

10 minute
break



Tier 2 Intervention Features

Anderson, Borgmeier (2010)

Newcomer, Lori L.;  Freeman, Rachel; and Barrett, Susan (2013)



Tier 2 Interventions 

• Targeted, group-based support for some students (intervention is similar for all 

students based on need, not that all students receive intervention together)

• Connected to tier 1

• Includes the six intervention features

• Team driven

• Potential examples include:

‒ CICO

‒ Social skills (friendship groups, lunch bunches, etc.)

‒ Academic seminar-type class

‒ Mindfulness groups

‒ Mentoring



Activity 1.8
Intervention Audit

List the tier 2 interventions your school currently has in 
place in column one of the table below

• For each intervention, check which of the six key system 
features are explicitly in place (columns one–six) in your 
school’s current system

• Indicate whether a team monitors the six features and 
coordinates the intervention (column seven)

• Remember: For there to be an “increase,” the feature 
must have a foundation in tier 1

30 
minutes



Thumbs Up

• If you feel like your team has a good start—

give us a thumbs up

• If not, send a chat to Cari Spatz if you want your 

TAC to follow up with you about this feature

In your Zoom toolbar, click ‘Reactions’ 
and then select thumbs up! 



Let’s Take a Break!

20 seconds

20 feet

20 blinks



TEAMS MUST:

Act as critical thinkers and ask themselves

• Are the six intervention features evident and maintained?

• Does the intervention align with tier 1 practices?

• Is there team oversight or is it person-dependent?

• How will we train and support all staff to be skilled in implementing?

Remain cautious of quick fixes

• Is there data evidence of need?

• SOS: Shiny Object Syndrome

Tier 2 Critical Thinking

SOS NEGATIVES:

Inability to finish,
poor directives,

costs resources, and 
confuses stakeholders



Outcomes for Today

Teams will…

• Define the six features of tier 2 interventions and their 
connection to tier 1

• Analyze current interventions and articulate where  they 
match features of tier 2 interventions 



Make an IMPACT; Share Your Input!

Please click the survey link in chat to share your 

feedback and help shape future learning opportunities!



Activity 1.9
Team Work Time

IN YOUR BREAKOUT ROOM, with your team, discuss:

1. What was your one big “ah-ha” from the day?

2. What are two things your team will accomplish 
before the next day of training? Consider the action 
plan and timelines established.

3. What support does your team need from your 
regional TAC?

10 
minutes



Let’s Chat

IN CHAT: Share a celebration from 

your team’s work.

2 
minutes



Homework For Next Time

CONTINUE TO PLAN AND PREPARE TO SHARE:

• When did the tier 2 team meet?

• How have you trained your staff on the six features of 
tier 2 interventions? 

• What action steps have been set and taken?

HOMEWORK

Be prepared to share answers to the 

above with the rest of the training group!



Stay connected, join the conversation

@WisRtICenter

@WisRtICenter

Tips to Your Inbox: 
http://bit.ly/WisRtICenter

@Wisconsin RtI Center/PBIS Network

Live webinars and networking events 

https://www.facebook.com/WisRtICenter/
https://twitter.com/WisRtICenter
http://bit.ly/WisRtICenter
http://bit.ly/WisRtICenter
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC_vRDVKaw0fIKjVXmKlgSSQ
https://www.wisconsinrticenter.org/events
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